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ABSTRACT
Simultaneous control of overhead and bottoms
composition in a binary distillation column using reflux
and steam flow as the manipulated variables often proves
to he particularly difficult because of the interaction
inherent in the process. The development of model based
control ( M E ) theory in the past 20-25 years has
provided a framework which caters for the above
distillation control problem. MPC technology has
penetrated a significant portion of the process industries
and harvested large economical benefits. In this paper
model predictive controller is proposed for the control of
a two-input-two-output high punty shell distillation
column. The use of this controller allows for the impurity
and pressure control to he decoupled while
simultaneously satisfying column operating conditions.
For this purpose the dynamic process model is identified
using classical least squares technique.

shown. Section 3 contains a :short outline of the control
objectives for the column and the performance of the
designed controller is discussed.

2. IDENTIFICATION
In this paper the control of a high purity binary distillation
column with 35 trays (see Fi::ure 1) is considered. The
main purpose of the binary column is to remove a lightkey impurity from the c o l u m ~feed stream such that the
impurity does not reach a downstream reaction system

PI.

1. INTRODUCTION
M o d e l Predictive Control (MPC) has developed
considerably over the last few years, both within the
research control community and in industry [1,2,31. It
integrates optimal control, stochastic control, control of
processes with dead time and multivariable control. The
term Model Predictive Control does not designate a
specific control strategy hut a very ample range of control
methods, which make an explicit use of a model of the
process to obtain the control signal by minimizing an
objective function. These predictive controllers are based
on a prediction of the future behavior of the process,
forecasted using this model of the process. This makes
process identification an important sub-problem in the
design of model predictive controller.
In this contribution, MPC technique is utilized for
the control of a high purity distillation column described
by Cott [41. The control objectives are to maintain the
impurity level in the bottom stream at a certain value
while simultaneously preventing over-pressuring of the
column.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the
considered high purity distillation column is briefly
presented and the results of plant model identification are
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Figure 1 Shell High Punty Distillation Column

Table- 1 summarizes the typical operating conditions
for the column where the inputs (manipulated variables)
are overhead flow (0)
and r-boiler duty
and the
outputs (controlled variables) we column pressure (P) and
product impurity (9.In this work it is assumed that the
feed rate is always constant. It is required that under
normal operating conditions all variables should be
working at their nominal set points. This is discussed
further in section 3.
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Table 1Summary of typical benchmark operating conditions

Variable

Set
points

Pressure P

2800

2700 C P 4 9 0 0

Distillate D

20

105D530

I

I

reach steady state before applying the inputs keeping in
mind the normal operating constraints of Table 1. The
outputs are shown in figures 2 and 3.

Normal Operation

I

I

The process models in equations 1 and 2 are obtained
from plant tests and are described by Cott [5].
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where p,Dd ,and
are deviation variables for pressure,
overhead flow and reboiler duty respectively, and ep(k) is
the white noise input with standard deviation 1.231. The
parameter N,is used to set the noise level.
The model of the impurity response ( X ) is slightly
nonlinear. The standard deviation of the white noise input
e,(t) is 0.667. It is noted here that the overhead impurity
( D ) has no affect on distillate flow.
X ( k ) = 0.0765

+
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Based on the above information the following discrete
time process transfer function model is assumed.
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The polynomials A, and Bo are of arbitrary order with
a form A=(I-alq"- a2q~2-...)
and B= q-"(b,+ bzq-] '...),
where the integer n is equal to (d+l) where d is the
process time delay.
Although models for the process transfer functions
and models for the disturbance sequences could be
identified simultaneously, we have elected to use the
disturbance models as provided by Shell [4]. For singleinput single-output (SlSO) identification approach 3500
data points are collected with random step excitation
assuming that the plant is already in steady state. For off
line simulation, this means that the outputs are allowed to
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It is worth pointing out bere that the identified models
provide some useful information regarding the process
itself i.e. an increase in the overhead vapor flow (D) shall
result in a decrease in the overhead pressure (P), and may
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result in a decrease in the bonoms impurity (X). Similarly
an increase in the reboiler duty (Q) shall result in an
increase in P and a decrease in X.
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Figure 4 Unit step response of P from D
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columns working under process constraints and
disturbances.
Before proceeding to the design of
predictive controller for the shell benchmark (distillation
column) process understudy a short review of MPC is
given as under.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is probably the most
important approach to the advanced control of complex
interacting industrial processes. MPC scheme can be
viewed as a prediction algorithm or a controller that
predicts the behavior of the process outputs over some
output horizon H p when the manipulated inputs are
changed over some input horizon H,. The task of the
controller is to compute the present and future
manipulated variable moves (inputs) such that the
predicted outputs follow the set points in a desirable
manner. The controller takes into account the constraints
on the inputs and outputs as are given in Table 1 . The cost
function for this particular process is defined as in
equation 5, which penalizix the deviations of the
predicted controlled outputs k and 2 denoted by ?
from the nominal set points denoted by r respectively
(refer to Table 1). Here k is trme of measurements and Q
and R are the weighting matnces on the predicted output
and change in the controls (inputs).

For the shell high purity distillation column the
control objectives summarized in Table 1 may be stated
simply as follows [51.
Figure 5 Unit step response of P from Q

The impurity level (X) in the bottoms stream must he
maintained below a certain value (500 units) as set by
the ability of the downstream reaction process to
tolerate the impurity.
Because the heat removal is constrained, the column
pressure ( P ) will float with the incoming cooling water
temperature and flow. It is !.herefore important that the
controller maintains the column pressure in order to
prevent over pressuring of the column and activation of
the safety systems.
Because the overhead material is recycled hack
upstream, it is required that the flow of this stream (0)
is minimized.
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Figum 6 Unit step response ofX from Q

3. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
For many reasons, distillation remains the most important
separation technique in chemical process industries
around the world [6,7,8]. Improved distillation control
can have a significant impact on improving product
quality,
energy
consumption
and
protecting
environmental resources. Our intention in this paper is to
demonstrate that MPC technique can he used successfully
for the control of large scale processes such as distillation

With the above objectives predictive controller with a
prediction horizon H ~ 4 0 control
,
horizon K= 5 and a
sampling interval of 2 seconds is designed. The diagonal
weighting matrix Q and R were chosen as

Figures 9 and 10 show that the controller provides a
desirable performance with the control inputs kept well
within the constraints of Table 1. Figures 7 and 8
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demonstrate stable and quick tracking response of the
predictive controller. The process outputs reach their
steady state in less than 10 seconds. There is some small
overshoot in output P hut nevertheless the controller is
effective in realizing automatic and optimal benchmark
column operation.
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Figure 10 Manipulated Variable Moves for Reboiler Duty Q

4. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 7 Model predictive control of the column pressure P

A model predicative controller has been designed and
successfully applied on the shell benchmark process. For
this purpose the process was identified using standard
least squares technique. The overall performance of the
controller has been very good and all the variables
achieve their desired steady state values. The stringent
process constraints have been satisfied and in general the
servo behavior of the controller is found to be highly
desirable.
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Figure 9 Manipulated Variable Moves for Vapor Flow D
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